
UAV Submarine 



Define Problem 

• Develop/Design/Innovate a 

affordable UAV in order to explore 

bodies of water.



Criteria & Constraints 

Constraints (Limitations and Conditions)

1.Power of motors and air pump.

2.Money budget

3.Ballast underwater

Criteria (standards or features to be measured)

1.Underwater range

2.How long it can stay underwater without 

surfacing

3.How fast it can maneuver and go.  



Research 

• A UAV is a unmanned, autonomous vehicle.

• Depth control for a submarine uses ballast tanks to let in and out water 

using compressed air to push it out.

• Submarines and aircraft use control surfaces to change direction on the roll, 

yaw, and pitch axises. 

• A UAV submarine uses either wireless or wired control.

• Small Submarines also may use bilge pumps to get air out of its ballast 

tanks.



5 Vocab words you need to know 

1. Control Surface: an object, usually an aerofoil, that causes the drag on a vehicle to 

be unstable making it turn. 

2. Depth control: being able to move up and down on the Y axis

3. Buoyancy: A force which pushes an object up in water due to it being less dense 

than the water. 

4. Hydroplane: similar to an aerofoil, a hydroplane is a control surface used to 

control pitch. 

5. Mass: Measures the amount of matter in an object.



Sketches and Concept Rubric

In the end I went with 

sketch 3.



Materials 

• Batteries 

• Wire

• Container

• Propellers

• Air Pump

• Zip Ties

• Balloon

• Epoxy

• Tubing

• Duct tape 

• Batteries 

• Bottle

• Schrader Valve

• Foil and Plastic Wrap

• Battery



Procedure

1. Research submarines and make sketches 

2. Make final design on paper 

3. Research parts and buy them

4. Make a boat

5. Turn the boat into a submarine by adding ballast

6. Refine design and push its limits



Data Collection Table 

Tests How it affects the UAV and its performance

Test 1: powered motor test out of water and without body The motors were not very powerful. They would not be able 

turn well in water.

Test 2: Waterproof DC motors out of water no body, but 

with more powerful battery.

The DC powered motors were more powerful than the 

previous motors and should be water proof due to DC 

power.

Test 3: Waterproof motors in water with power, but no 

body.

They were able to cut through the water without stopping. 

Slowed down a little bit though.

Test 4: Waterproof test with motors and body. Motors fell off due to the water eroding the hot glue. Will 

add epoxy and zip ties to better secure motors



Data Collection Table 

Tests How it affect the UAV and its performance

Test 5: Waterproof test with epoxy, motors, zip 

ties, and body.

Hot glue has been replaced with epoxy and 

zipties. The motors are not  falling off. 

Test 6: Weight test no power, but with body and 

motors plus epoxy and zipties connecting them 

together.

Sinks rapidly as the container fills



Data Collection Table 

Tests How it affect the UAV and its 

performance

Water test 1: Waterproof test with epoxy 

and zipties plus power for motors added 

floats.

The UAV is controllable on yaw axis, but 

is not able to go up and down. It floated a 

-2 inches.

Water test 2: Test with body, motors, 

power, and better support but now with 

ballast

Could not get of the ground due to it the 

ballast being unbalanced. Stayed at -10 

inches.

Water test 3: Test with everything in 

water trial, but with weights 

I added a weight that dangles on the 

bottom of the submarine so it will self 

correct it when it tries to roll over. Its max 

depth was -8 inches and min 1.



Critique and Redesign 

Prototype A 

• Was built with water proof motors 

• Has strong supports 

• Has no ballast

Prototype B 

• Has epoxy and zipties

• Has ballast and can control depth

• Limited range



Water test 1                 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZRUjO1cO32o

QER0zLGIfYsp76-ygU2ek/view?resourcekey

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZRUjO1cO32oQER0zLGIfYsp76-ygU2ek/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZRUjO1cO32oQER0zLGIfYsp76-ygU2ek/view?resourcekey


Water test 2
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQUhKYB2zQ

oqMUhnz9VHvyFHXdUd1ARB/view?resourceke

y

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQUhKYB2zQoqMUhnz9VHvyFHXdUd1ARB/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQUhKYB2zQoqMUhnz9VHvyFHXdUd1ARB/view?resourcekey


Water test 3
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hFYurtQra6eigk

fKJszuwO1Z98GnnEoo/view?resourcekey

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1hFYurtQra6eigkfKJszuwO1Z98GnnEoo/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hFYurtQra6eigkfKJszuwO1Z98GnnEoo/view?resourcekey


Data Analysis Graph
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Data Analysis Paragraph

To measure the depth I calculated the distance from sea level to the 

middle of the UAV. On the first test the UAV was able to barely float at -2 inches 

with a float and be able to steer around. On second test the UAV had its ballast 

added to it and the float removed, but it was too nose heavy and couldn't get off 

the ground. It stayed at -9 inches and was not controllable at all. The third and 

final water trial had some major improvements including a loose weight being 

added to the bottom and the ballast being moved up to counter nose weight. This 

test showed that the UAV could change it depth to a maximum of -8 inches and 

the minimum being 1 inch. The UAV can go deeper, but my test facility was a foot 

deep container with not much area to move around.



Troubleshooting

A few days after water trial 3 the UAV’s left motor stopped working. I took 

apart the tank controller, and all the connections were good in it. I followed it 

up to the wire connections between the tank controller and the UAV which 

were also connected. I narrowed the problem down to the motor by testing it 

with a battery. The motor was either short circuited by the controller or the cord 

got yanked and the wires inside the motor came loose. The motor is 

unrepairable unless I cut into its waterproofing coat, and even then I still might 

not be able to fix it. The replacement motor will sadly not come in time for test 

four. 



Evaluate Solutions

The UAV can move on the yaw axis and control depth through ballast which 

is more power efficient than downward thrust. It also can stay underwater for long 

amounts of time due to the batteries being on land. It is also much more 

affordable than a lot of submarines. The first prototype was a boat that barely 

floated until it was upgraded to the second prototype with ballast. Plans to 

upgrades to the UAV include extending its range and depth and maybe even a live 

video camera. The UAV was tested in a 1x2x3 foot container which offered not 

much room.  Prototype B, sketch three was the most successful design having the 

widest depth range of -8 inches to 1 inch.



Application 

The UAV can be used for underwater exploration. In the submarine market 

there is no inbetween of a 30 dollar toy and a 1,000 dollar UAV. If you 

wanted to explore a body of water you would need to invest a lot of money 

to do so. This submarine also has unlimited battery time due to the 

batteries being in the controller on land so they can be easily swapped out. 

Also you don’t need a expensive air pump because it can even use a hand 

power bicycle pump or just your mouth. 
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